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Recent progress in diagnostics development for laser
driven fast and epithermal neutrons
Abstract:
Neutrons generated using intense laser driven ion beams has recently received a great deal of attention. Intense lasers can produce 10s of MeV protons in a small divergence cone by Target Normal Sheath Acceleration
(TNSA) mechanism, which is highly efficient in producing fast neutrons via fusion reaction with low mass
atomic nuclei. Employing neutron converter in a close proximity to the ion source, a beamed neutron flux can
be obtained [1] which is highly suitable for a range of application, such as neutron therapy [2], material testing
[3]. Laser driven short neutron bursts can also be efficiently moderated to thermal and epithermal region for
a wide range of applications, such as imaging [4], nuclear resonance spectroscopy [5], Boron neutron capture
therapy [6] etc. A review of recent developments in neutron diagnostics made by our group will be presented.
Plastic scintillators in a time-of-flight arrangement are most widely used spectrometers for fast neutrons. Absolute calibration of three types of plastic scintillators (such as EJ232Q, BC422Q and EJ410) in a time-of-flight
arrangement using laser driven neutrons will be presented, which was obtained against gamma insensitive,
absolutely calibrated bubble detector spectrometer fielded in-situ [7]. High flux of Epithermal neutron were
produced using a compact moderator in an recent experiment at Rutherford Appleton laboratory employing 100 TW Vulcan. Spectral and spatial profiles of the epithermal neutrons were measured respectively by
3He proportional counters and Kodak LR films backed by boron nitride sheet. The epithermal neutrons flux
measured by the both diagnostics are in agreement, which is comparable to the state-of-art epithermal flux
currently delivered at the sample locations in many large-scale spallation facilities.
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